
GET Group North America Launches GET
Mobile Verify for iOS and Android Devices

Enables Businesses and Their Customers to Benefit from
Secure, Contactless Mobile ID Verification

NEWS RELEASE BY GET GROUP NORTH AMERICA

 GET Group North America, an innovative developer of mobile ID technology with over 20 years

of experience in secure government credentials, today announced the launch of GET Mobile

Verify in the App Store and Google Play Store. GET Mobile Verify allows businesses to accept

mobile driver’s licenses (mDLs) and mobile IDs issued anywhere in the world as legal forms of age

or identity verification. Using the app, merchants can contactlessly authenticate ID information to

approve a purchase without relying on visual inspection. The ability to do this is becoming

increasingly important as more and more states roll out plans to make mobile IDs and driver’s

licenses available to citizens. GET Mobile Verify is fully compliant with the international standard

(ISO 18013-5) for mobile driver licenses and was developed using best practices of security and

privacy.

A tap or scan of an mDL by GET Mobile Verify cryptographically proves that the ID information is

real and unaltered, without the customer’s phone ever leaving their hand. Minimizing the data

exchanged during transactions to only what ’s relevant (such as name or age) enhances privacy

and control for customers. GET Mobile Verify helps to protect the health of employees and

customers by eliminating the spread of germs related to physically passing an ID. See our video to

learn more.

“GET Mobile Verify will allow business owners to reduce their fraud risk and increase their

confidence in the validity of a patron’s identity,” said Alex Kambanis, Managing Director, GET

Group North America. “It ’s an incredibly trustworthy method of identity verification that can be

used in a multitude of ways. From check-out at the liquor store to personalizing a diner’s

experience at a restaurant with mobile check-in before they are even seated, retailers can offer a

healthier and more efficient experience for both their customers and their staff.”

Verifiers everywhere now have the opportunity to become part of the growing mobile ID

ecosystem. In states that have mobile ID, businesses equipped with GET Mobile Verify no longer

need to physically inspect an ID to attempt to authenticate it, and they never need to touch a

customer’s mobile phone to check their mDL. It ’s an exciting way to potentially reduce identity

fraud, while enabling greater convenience for citizens and merchants alike.

GET Group NA is currently offering GET Mobile Verify at no charge to verifying parties everywhere

for a limited time, concurrent with their mDL pilot in Utah. GET Mobile Verify can read all mobile
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IDs and mobile driver’s licenses that comply with the ISO 18013-5 standard recommended by the

American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators. Users are asked to provide feedback to

improve the system directly to the GET Mobile team.

 Contact GET Group North America with product questions or for more information. Download the

app today from the App Store and Google Play Store.

 

About GET Group North America

GET Group North America and its partners develop, manufacture, and implement end-

to-end solutions for secure physical and mobile credentials that enable government

agencies, motor vehicle departments, municipalities law enforcement organizations, and

other entities to leverage the latest in secure identity management technologies. From

photo ID cards, driver’s licenses and passports, to mDLs and mIDs, GET Group NA

delivers advanced issuance, verification and personalization capabilities that prevent

identification fraud, accommodate diversified customer needs, and support the future of

ID use cases.
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